
Why do SYSPRO™ users trust riteSCAN®? 

Real-time data access: riteSCAN® seamlessly extends  

the power of SYSPRO™ to the warehouse floor in real time.  

Data instantly flows from riteSCAN to SYSPRO using e.net 

technology—all with a simple barcode scan.  

Accurate, streamlined warehouse and inventory 

transactions: riteSCAN’s smart, built-in functions  

streamline operations, reduce errors, and achieve greater 

inventory control. This easy-to-use solution supports  

everything from inventory transfers and queries to sales  

order picking and purchase order receipts. Users love its  

simplicity. 

Works right out of the box! This commercial-grade  

software offers the best of both worlds—it is ready to use 

right away, but can be quickly customized. Better yet, 

riteSCAN is updated regularly to ensure ongoing,  

uninterrupted SYSPRO  compatibility. 

Fast implementation: riteSCAN can be installed and  

set up in less than 2 hours.  

Device independence: riteSCAN can be used in a  

variety of environments—including computer workstations, 

touch screens, and hand-held mobile devices. 

First-rate service and support: riteSOFT offers  

convenient access to responsive technical support and  

regular product enhancements to meet your changing 

needs. 

Used worldwide across a wide variety of  

industries—from food to biomedical and auto to  

aerospace and more. 

riteSCAN® Mobile Warehouse for SYSPRO™ 

Smart. Simple. Seamless. 

“After implementing riteSCAN in our facility,  

we are projected to save 1,196 man hours in   

inventory transfers and 166 man hours in  

receiving over the first 12 months.”  

 - Shannon Cassidy, Solatube International, Inc.  

__________________________________________ 
“riteSCAN has effectively changed and improved the 

way we handle our inventory at Samson. Instant 

visibility of real-time inventory really makes our 

shippers’ jobs a lot less complex, much easier, and 

more enjoyable.” 

 - James Veldman, Samson Rope Technologies, Inc. 

__________________________________________ 
“riteSCAN install and implementation was quick and 

easy. The system just worked as you would expect 

right out of the box. Training of our employees took 

less than 30 minutes; and once the system came 

online, our inventory accuracy (both on-hand  

quantities and locations) jumped to almost 99% 

within 30 days.” 

 - Andrew, Pacifica Foods 

__________________________________________ 

 

Contact us at 1-866-580-7483 for a  
free Mobile Warehouse Assessment  
or to schedule a demonstration.  
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